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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

I Sets accounting standards for greenhouse gases emissions

I Five Assessment Reports: 1990, 1996, 2001, 2007, 2013

I Many Special Reports: Extreme events, Scenarios...



IPCC’s writings and the corpus model

+

I High entry requirement: peer review only

I Social cooperation: Reports to UNFCCC

I Individual cognitive economy: Key findings, summaries,
synthesis

-

I Not all purpose

I Only practical rationality: Policy relevant but not policy
prescriptive

I Fragmented: Assessment reports by 3 working groups, Special
reports by ad hoc panels

The + are essential, the - are contingent. Model good !



Key findings = statements of facts = corpus items

I Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now
evident from observations of increases in global average air
and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice,
and rising global average sea level.

I Global GHG emissions due to human activities have grown
since pre-industrial times, with an increase of 70% between
1970 and 2004

I Adaptive capacity is intimately connected to social and
economic development but is unevenly distributed across and
within societies.

Source: Summary for policymakers of AR4’s synthesis report



Where the corpus model breaks down

I It is very likely that over the past 50 years: cold days, cold
nights and frosts have become less frequent over most land
areas, and hot days and hot nights have become more
frequent.

I There is very high confidence that the net effect of human
activities since 1750 has been one of warming.

I There is high agreement and much evidence that with current
climate change mitigation policies and related sustainable
development practices, global GHG emissions will continue to
grow over the next few decades.

Is that Bayesianism ? Which kind ? How did we get there ?



First report (1992): starting up

Question 1: Is Climate Change a real problem ? → ++Working
Group I (climatology)

I Political pressure on WG I to adress uncertainties rigorously,
with peer review.

I Subjective perspective: certainties, degrees of confidence.
Predictions (!).

I No central inter-WG coordination

I Review and formulation of uncertainties less systematic in WG
II (impacts) and III (economy).



Second Report

I WG I: No specific vocabulary. An “uncertainties“ section.
Projection instead of prediction.

I WG II: Vocabulary for degrees of confidence.

I WG III: Reports intervalls, conditional cost scenarios

Need for coordination is recognized



Reports 3, 4 and 5

I Common guidance across all IPCC working group

I Offers a common approach and vocabulary

I Pragmatic (practical limits)

I Formally revised and improved

Enforcement: WG III harmonizes at AR4





The corpus model is used ... only in some cases



Basis for the qualitative confidence expression



If confidence is high, certainty can be quantified further



Quantitative uncertainty vocabulary



Conclusions

IPCC has evolved a ”Guidance on uncertainty management”
system to preserve the integrity of science.

Challenges: High practical values, media attention, diversity of
disciplinary traditions.

Embraces and extends both the corpus model and the Bayesian
model.


